
Are we heading in the right direction?
Top-level goals are hard.

Broad strokes and big ideas are necessary 

for progress. But they aren’t much 

use if they aren’t grounded in current 

expectations and processes.  

The Portfolio Kanban board tracks the 

analysis and lifecycle flow of business goals. 

You can also drill down to the team 

level and see what is happening day-

to-day (via the Team Board). 

Goals and processes can be adjusted 

incrementally as needed without 

derailing the entire project.

RALLY PRESENTS:

HOW TO PREDICT 
THE FUTURE

What are we  
planning to do?

Did we set achievable goals?

Where will our bottlenecks be?

What disruptions 
will we encounter?

Perhaps the most important  
question in any project.

Rally dashboards let you create and follow the metrics 

that are most important to you.

Before you start, use the Portfolio Items page to help plan and track feature work 

against critical delivery dates. Create milestones to track things like market events, 

tradeshows, or important code deploys. Get a detailed look at progress on the Iteration 

Status page and take advantage of full traceability across the development life cycle.

Cumulative flow diagrams 

show how work item states 

have progressed over time, 

giving you the chance 

to identify and resolve 

process bottlenecks before 

they become a problem.

Business initiatives are tied directly to work items in 

portfolio planning and work execution. Dependencies 

with potential issues are identified, and the ROAM board 

helps keep track of who is managing which identified risk.  

See Program Increment 

throughput and velocity, 

cycle time charts, and 

cumulative flow diagrams 

all in one place.  Make 

changes to top-level goals 

or processes as needed in 

real-time instead of half a 

year after the fact. 

Is our plan  
on track?

The Plan Progression page shows visually 

how the approved Capacity Plan has evolved 

over a Program Increment/Release. Work 

in progress, completed, added, or removed 

is immediately visible, making it very easy 

to pinpoint precisely when and why things 

went off the rails.

How can  
we improve?

Knowing better means you can 

do better. Rally helps you measure 

productivity, predictability, quality, and 

responsiveness across your organization. 

Use historical patterns to create 

benchmarks, design experiments based 

on data, and get closer to achieving your 

top-level goals.

What are we 
planning to do?

Where will our 
bottlenecks be?

Did we deliver 
customer value?

Did we set 
achievable 

goals?

Are we heading 
in the right 
direction?

Can we actually 
do the work?

Can we actually 
do the work?

The Capacity Planning  

page helps make sure the 

right work is set for the 

next Program Increment/

Release and that the team 

has enough capacity to 

deliver their work on time.

Plans are great. But only if they are built on accurate information.

LEARN MORE ABOUT HOW RALLY 
SOFTWARE CAN PREDICT THE FUTURE.

Watch This Video:  
Scaling Agile in your Org

Did we deliver customer value?
Rally is a pillar to Value Stream Management.

Rally empowers enterprise agile teams to optimize their business processes, evolve 

strategy with clear and decisive commitments, and quickly adapt to capitalize on new 

opportunities.  The insight from Rally contributes to Value Stream Management by 

allowing business leaders to answer tough questions about prioritization of capabilities 

related to development, how capabilities relate to development outcomes, monitoring 

how capabilities progress from planning to delivery, and identifying opportunities to 

optimize flow. Value streams leverage Rally to make complex processes visible and so 

the business can quickly pivot based on data driven decisions.
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